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P.O. Box 8
Schenectady, NY 12301
thomeniu@crd.ge.com
ABSTRACT
Real-time ultrasonic imaging systems have beenavailable for
more than thirty years. During this time much has occurred to the
basic architecture and functions of these
clinical systems andtheir
beamformers, which are. in many ways. the most important componentsoflhesesystems.Thistalkwillreviewsomeofthechanges
that have occurred and will discuss current trends in beamformer
design.
Throughout most of the 30 years of real time imaging, analog
beamformers have been themainstay of all insmments. The common methods for the implementation of analog beamformen for
annular, linearlcurved arrays, and phased arrays will be reviewed
and the distinguishing characteristicsidentified.
At the present time theindustry is undergoing a major shift toward digital beamformation with the introduction of several commercial systems. Given thatthe earliest digitalsystems wereavailable roughly 15 years ago, it is fair to say that the introduction
of digital beamformem has been relatively slow. Today this shin
seems to be gaining momentum. Someof the factors causing these
shifts will be reviewedalong the the common typesof designs and
implementations.
The ongoing search for improved imaging performance will
continue to introduce new challenges for beamformer designers.
Among already proposed imaging methods and techniques are
elevation focusing ( I .5D arrays), synthetic apemres.2D and sparse
arrays. phase aberration correction, and others. The most common complication introduced by these is a significant increase in
channel count. Further, there will also be beamfarmer design issues related to signal processing. These include not only Doppler
processing but also theprocessing of signals due tonovel contrast
agents. Finally, with advances in computer and microelectronics
technologies. the way we view beamformation may have to undergo sizeable changes. These topics
will be reviewed not anlyas
technical challenges but alsoin light of the consmints introduced
by today's marketplace.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last30 years,there hasbeenconsiderableadvancementin
the
functions of ultrasound systems and their beamformen. The following attempts to document themore important of these changes
with a special emphasison beamformation.
Beamformers come in a wide variety of sizes and capabilities
with much of this variability coming from the different types of
transducer arrays the beamformers service. The commonly used
arrays are linear. curved, o r linear phased arrays. The important
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distinctions arise frnmthe method of beam steering used withthcse
arrays. For linean and curvilinears, the beam steering is accomplished by selection of a group of elements whoselocation defines
the phase center of the beam. In contrast to linear and curvilinear
arrays, phased array transducers require that the heamformer steen
the beam with an unswitched set of array elements. This requirement introduces significant differences in complexity overthe linear and curvedarrays. In spite of these differences, there is a fairly
simple mathematical basis for the study of the developmentsthat
have occurred. These relations and computer simulations which
illustrate the changes brought about by the beamformer evolution
form the bodyof the paper.
A brief comment should be made about
the simulationsused to
generate the illustrations for this paper. All the beamprofiles were
generated with an angular spectrum based simulator: these are all
CW models. The arrays aremodeled as 2 0 pressure sources. The
pitches, f-numbers, and focalsettings are not intended to model any
commercially availabledevice andit is unlikely thatthe devicesdcpicted would make strnng competitive entries. Themajor purpose
has been that of illustration of the development of beamformers
overthe years.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2.0 describes the
functions of a generic beamformer. The functions performed by
a beamformer are reviewed and a generic block diagram is given.
The basic beamformation equation will be used to identify those
components which have been modified during the development
process.
Section 3.0 gives a chronological account afthe develupmcnt
of typical beamformer functions as they might be implemented
with analogelecmnics. Heavy useis made of graphical depiction
of ultrasound beamshapes lo descrihethe influences of the various
changes.Some of thedifferentsignal
processingschemes are
described.
Section 4.0 briefly describes the naNre of digltal implementation of the typical beamformer functions. The relation nf these to
the earlier analog implementations will be given and some of the
unique challenges associated with digital beamformation will be
described.
Section 5.0 gives a description of one of the newer features in
many beamformen. namelythat of the ability to acquire more than
one acoustic line from a single transmission. This is an important
step leadingtoward greater understanding of some of the methods
synthetic aperture methods will be perfected.
Given the trends in beamformer development, Section 6 will
propose a "gold standard" beamformer with respect to which the
older designs can
be compared to. Methods lhat may leadus toward
the gold standard will be proposed. In view of this goal, Section 7
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Figure 1: Basic geometry forbeamformation calculations

describes approaches usingsynthetic apenure methods.
Finally, Section 8 describes some of the work in the area of
transducer arrays leadingtoward 2D arrays. Some of the implications to beamformer design will he given.

In this expression, the transmitted waveshape is s(t). The A's
refer to whatever weighting functions that might
be applied toeach
of the channels during thetransmit and receive operations.
In
the simplest case these would be equalto one for uniform aperture
weighting. Similarly, the T ' S refertothe transmit and receivedelays
applied during transmit and receive beamformation operations. z
and j are indicesof the receiveand transmit elements, respectively,
and subscripts T and z refer to receive and transmit operations.
These four parameters, A,t. A,,, r,,, and T=, will form the basis
ofthe discussiononbeamformer evolution; changesin their values
and in the methods by whichtheir role hasbeen implemented
has defined the different generations of instmments. Quality of
beamformation is strongly influenced by them.
Finally, inEquation I , N is thenumheroftransmit and receive
elements and will be assumed to be constant in the following. N
is also an important factor in establishing the performance level
and the cost of an ultrasound system. However, its role in the
beamfonnation process will be only considered indirectly in the
following.
RefeningtoFigure I,theexpressionfordeterminingthevalues
for the transmit and receive delays givena desired focal point is:

2. BEAMFORMER BASICS
The functionsof a beamformer includethe following:
W

generate transmit timing and possible apodization (the term
apodization will be usedas a synonym forweighting. tapering, and shading) during transmit

e

supply thetime delays and signal processing during receive
supply apodization and summing ofdelayed echoes

e

T,
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In this expression, c is the speed of sound, r, is the transmit
or receive delay, z i p and z i p are the coordinates of the point at
which we wish to focus. and Illp is the distance from the origin W
the phase centerto that focal point. The focal point may he one of
the following:
e a

fixed point in space such as a transmit focal point

a point which moves at the speed of sound with the wavefront of the transmitted pulse as in dynamic focusing

possible additional signal pmessingrelated activities

The goal of all of these functions is to create as narrow and
uniform a beam with as low sidelobes over as long a depth as
possible. During bathtransmit and receiveoperations, appropriate
delays will he supplied to accomplish the focusing and steering
needed. Figure I demonstrates the geomeuy that is usually used
with most discussions onthis topic. Figure 1 illustrates the reception process: wavefronts are shown emanating froma point source
labeled as FP.These signalsare received by the array elements, amplified, and passed on 10 the delay lines. The delaylines are shown
as rectangular boxes whose length corresponds tothe desired delay. Finally, the echoes are passed on to the apodizatiudsummer
stage, which takes the contributions from each element, multiplies
results. The
them with a weightingfunction,andaddsupthe
transmit operation is essentially the inverse of receive focusing;
time delays from a common synchronization signal are generated
by some means, often down counters, and the army elemenls are
fired accordingly. It is assumed the array elements act as point
sources and generatethe required wavefronts much as implied by
Figure I , A good number of the references listed below discuss
the transmit and receive operations
in greater detail than is possible
here [2. 18.27.46,48,49,51,42, 551.
In this paper, we will be studying beamformer functions with
the help of the following expression for the received echo r ( t ) :

=

0

a point corresponding to a pixel in an image to he formcd
as with a synthetic aperture approach.

These cases will he discussed as they arise in the following
sections.

3. BEAMFORMER DEVELOPMENT
It is inalructive to review the functions of a beamformer from the
impact these functions have on the beamshape. In this section WC
will review the major evolutionary steps in beamformer developmen1 from this vantage point. We will 5taA from the very early
designs andwork our way toward the present.
The earliest phased m a y beamformers were developed in the
late 1960's for imaging of the brain [44] and in the early 1970's
for echocardiography [2, 49, 511. Linear a m y systems werc initially developed for echocardiography [ S , 201 and for obstetrics
and gynecology. These early systems involved relatively simple
implementations of the beamfanner functions [ 2 , 441. With some
of the linear array designs, no focusing was included: they relied
completely on using a collimated beam and the narrowing of the
beamshape at the near-to-far field transition. Figure 2 shows a
transmit beamshape that might be generated from a fixcd focus

Figure 2 : Transmit
beamshape.fixed
focus

system. Several significant limitations are immediately apparent.
For example, the focal region is quite limiled, the side lobe levels
are quite high, and the near tield extensive. The transmit only
beamfomer equation is given below:

Figure 3: Transmit beamshape, tixed
focua.

apodization

channel count systems. Implementation of dynamic focusing in
analog beamformers is usually accomplished by the use of coarse
and fine delay circuit blocks. In a typical design the coarsc delay
was realized by the use of a summing delay line which was preceeded by a cross-point switch to select the appropriate tap for a
particular channel. Two types of tine delay implementation h a w
been reported
I.by heterodyning the received signal to bascbandor an inter-

The limited focal region is directly associated with the use of
constant values for the r,, in Equation 1. As a consequence the
T ~ ,will cancel the
term only in one location.Furlher,
what may not be apparent in Figure 2 is the need to use a fairly
high f-number so that the depth of field is acceptable for routine
imaging. It is likely that this and the points made earlier about
the beamshapeitself the major reasons why the market acceptance
of real-time systems was fairly slow; the articulated-arm contact
B-scanners remained dominant well into the late 1970's.
The need to suppress sidelobesin clinical imaging was recognized fairly early on [ I l]. Figure 3 shows the impact of apodizalion on the beamshapegenerated by the aperture in Figure 2. The
combination of transmit and receive beamformation does lower
sidelobe levels considerably.this performance can bedramatically
improved by the introduction of apodization or weighting of the
transmit pulses andlor receivedechoes
by an appropriate weighting
functions (see Figure 3). Reports on this came out in the literature
in the late 70's [l I , 18, 48, 551. These processing steps became
available in commercial instruments starting from about 1980 and
onwards. Along with dynamic apodization came the capability to
increase the aperture size dynamically duringreceive, i.e. dynamic
aperture.
The concept of dynamic focusing withmedicalultrasound
transducers goes back to the1950's [41]. however. its reduction to
practice required about 20 years. The first Duke University phased
a m y system [49, 511 was capable, at least in principle, of it and
reports of designs were reported in the literature in the late 70's
and early 80's [7, 18, 29. 521. Figure 4 shows a beamshape with
theintroductionof dynamic receive focusing. A majorbenefit
from dynamic focusing is the ability to lower the f-number during receive beamformation and to keep it relatively constant until
one Iuns out of aperture. This was of obvious value with high

v

mediate frequency with a mixing signal whose phase was
changed as needed for dynamic focusing
[7, 18,291
2. by choosing a tap ofa shorter delayline by a very carefully
designed switch or switches[Z, 491.
The heterodyning approach is more of a narrowband approach
in that the fine delay correction is valid over a limited frequency
range [47]. However the phase and hence time delay contml that
is achievable with that method is very goad. The debate on this
issue, which has carried on to digital beamformation, is likely to
last a long time.
There is considerable subtlety to the implementation of the
required delays and the selection of delay quanta and other parameters.A sizeable bodyof literature exists on theimpact of
amplitude and phase quantization on sidelobes as well as grating
lobes [3, 4, 28, 32, 34, 40, 46. 471. Much of the cost variation
associated with different types of systems is related to the extent
to which the system designers have attempted to minimize such
errors. As will be discussed later, the enhy into digital beamformation has required a re-evaluation of many of these issues.
Interestingly. while the implementation of beam steering with
linear and cuwilinear arrays is far easier than with phased arrays,
it turns out theapplication of dynamicapodization is considerebly
more complex. Thereason for thishas to dowith the Fact that with
an expanding aperture the active aperture is very likely to reach
the edges of the physical aperture. The implementation of this
turns out tobe highly complex dueto the large number of possible
operating conditions and transducers. The optimum design of an
apodization cuwe for B truncated aperture is also not immediately
obvious.
The initial clinical application areas did not always tum out
to be thetinal choices for the physicians. The lincar and later
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Figure 4: Transmillreceive beam with dynamic focusing. apodization
curvilineararnys became thechoices
for theradiologistforgeneial
imaging applications and for obstetrics and gynecology. The linear
a m y based systems could be built for low cost relative to phased
arrays since there was no
need for longdelay lines necessarybeam
steering and the apertures could be realized with fewer elements
(there was no need for A12 pitch in the arrays). This low cost
made linear array systems a very popular choice for the private
office clinicians such as oblgyn specialists Perhaps due to their
small contact areawith the patients and the requirement for a very
narrow imaging window, phased m a y s became theprimary tool for
the echocardiographer. This specialization has introduced several
variations tv the beamformer designs.

4. DIGITAL BEAMFORMATION

Figure 5 : In-phase and quadrature signals

the digital domain.
Today the rate of transfer to digital processing is gaining ,nomentum, although due to some of the costs associated with the
required components, most of the digital systems tend to be high
end machines. However, given thepotential cost rcductions of the
keycomponentsand some clcveralgorithmic dcsigns,someofthis
may change [IS, 17. 19,451.
1mplemenr;ltion of apodization and delay functions in digital
beamfomers have followed the approaches usedwith their analog
counterparts, i.e. the architectures have been of the dclay-and-sum
type and by the use of combinations of coarse and tinc delays for
the delay structures. Fine delays have been implemented by het^
ercdyning and by interpolation. However, given theflexibility that
digital beamformation offers and and the ability to store a suffi~
cienlly highdynamic rangeoftheechoinformation. the potential to
experiment with novel beamformation approachescertainlycxists.

Whilethe earliest commerciallyavailable digital beamformen
were available in the early 80's. they did notbegin to have a significant impact until the early 90's. Much of this delay was dueto the
need for AID converters with sufficiently large number of bits and
a high enough sampling rate. Another factor which has facilitated
this change is the dramatic increases in gate counts of ASIC's and
the improvements in their design tools. This is reflectedby some of
the designs or discussions of various designspublished in the literature [13, 15. 16, 19, 21, 27, 30. 36, 37, 40, 45,471. An obviously
important topic isthe number ofbits required for AfD conversion.
The literature does not supply a crisp answer: most expressions
5. MULTI-LINE ACQUISITION
given are contained by the assumptions made.Peterson et al.
[40] give the quantization induced sidelobe level as l/ZBm, Figure 5 illustrates several interesting points in the area of beamformation. The top section of this figure shows an image of the
while Steinberg [47], who considen the possibility of partial coin-phase and quadrature (I and Q) components of an echo signal
herence in the quantization noise, describes the same quantity as
for each oftheelements of an array acquiredin an in vivo situation.
-IO/ogN,,f - 6 8 . In both expressions B is the number of bits,
The dimensions of the tigure are depth into the body horiz.ontally
N isthenumberofprocessingchannels,andN,f~inthenumberof
and channel number vertically (repeated for hoth
components).
statistically independenrchannels. With respect to sampling rate,
The bottom pan of the figure shows the corresponding B-madc
it is, of course, impoltanr to sample at a rate sufficient to capture
image from which the I and Q plots were derived along with the
all of the information in the array bandwidth. There are the usual
cursors to show the location from which theI and Q data originate.
issues with selection of
appropriate cut-off frequencies for the antiThesedatagivetheIandQcomponentsbeforeapodizatiun(and,af
aliasing filters. The large channelcounts oftoday's systemstendto
course. summing) but after the steering and focusing delays have
force a relatively simple filter design;higher sampling rates might
been applied. The two images are sector shaped because of an
be helpful to enableone to perform additional bandpass filtering in
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expanding aperture capability which has beenapplied.
In an I and Q data set such as this, echoes which are in phase
will form a verticalline in both images. Thus as the summer
stage adds up the contributions from the elements, they will add
up constructively. This can be seen in these
images in the far field
where echoes froma strong scanerer (visible in the B-mode under
the cursor line) show up asnearly vertical lines in the image. It is
immediately apparent that at this depth, the steering and focusing
operations are likely to yield good performance. There is a direct
contrast to this in the near field of the I and Q images. The I and
Q panem here is far more complex implying the existenceof echo
sources from multiple different directions. In the near field, the
transmit pulse has not yet formed a tight beam, hence there are
numerous possible sourcesfor these echoes. Thisis also me with
respect to the elevation plane: arrays suchas this one usually have
a fixed focus such as a lens to concentrale the beam. It might be
mentioned that from what is known a1 this point, it is not clear
whether the echo-rich panem shownis due to sources in the image
plane or from the elevation.
Given the availability of additional information which would
additional
he otherwiseloss it was recognizedthat one could steer
receive beams in those directions which weresooified by the transmit beam and to acquiremultiple beams
from asingle transmission.
This will result in some loss in beam performance since the full
impact of the lransmit and receivebeamformation operations will
not be available. Further there will likely be some"beam wander"
in the direction of the resulting heam due to the effects of varying
transmit beamwidth, hut this usually can be minimized. Finally,
there may be some loss in penetration due to the need totransmit a
slightly defocused beam. Nonetheless, this mode of operation has
found an important niche in an application such as color Doppler
imaging, where beam shape is not critical and where frame rates
are of great importance.
6. "GOLD STANDARD" BEAMFORMER

The beamformation process often considered the best possible is
the one associatedwith image formation from a complete dala set
iortheN2dataset)[12.17]. Sinceacquisitionofsuchadatasetwill
require roughly ( N 2 ) / 2transmits and receives(on the assumption
that reciprocity holds), thisapproach is clearly not feasiblein an in
vivo setting. Equation 1 can be easilymodified to depictthis type
of data acquisition:

Figure 6 Gold standard beamformer
1. multiple transmits at sequential focal locations
2. synthetic aperture approaches
3. non-diffracting tmnsmit beam [26]
4. deconvolution of transmit beam pattern [ I21

The first of these optionsclearly does allow considerable flexibility in the assignment ofthe T and A values of Equation I
although this will occur at the expense of frame rate. In this Inanner the image data acquisition can be optimized for most depths.
S m n g application areas are likely to be those in which the pulse
repetition frequency can he very high. The second option will be
discussed in greater detail in the next section. The third choice
involvesan elegantsolution to the wave equation in which onccan
generate a pencil like beam overmost of the range of interest. Unfortunately,thisbeamuniformityis achievedat theexpenseofvery
high sidelobes. Thus, some resolution will have to be sacrificed in
an implementation of such systems since the receive apodiration
will have to be relied upon to suppress them. Thelast choice may
have a good amount ofpotential especiallyif a sufficiently aimplc
real-time implementation can be developed.
7. SYNTHETIC APERTURE DESIGNS

In discussing heamformation with synthetic apertures, it will be
useful to separate the synthetic approaches into two classes:
e

As can be seen. all beamforming parameters are functions of

time (or, equivalently, depth) including the transmit focusing and
apodization terms. Theresult is that one can realize both apodization and dynamic focusing both on transmit and receive and for
each pixel of the image. Not surprisingly, excellent beamwidth
and other characteristics can be achieved. Figure 6 is a beamshape
using the parameters fromthe prior simulations but with gold standard processing. Thegoalof much ofthe beamformerdevelopment
over the last 20 years has been to begin to approach this level of
performance.
There are several methods
that one can use toapproximate the
"gold standard" performance with differing amounts of potential
for reaching it. Some of these are listed here:

synthetic receive apertures

e synthetic transmit or 1ransmiWreceiveaperturc

With synthetic receive processingone goal might be to achieve
level of performance without actually having the full number of
real receivechannels. The approach used involvestransmitting
with a full aperture and receiving with two or more suhamys.
With respect to issues such aspenetration and the quality vf beamformation, this is a very robust technique. A weaknesswith this (as
well as other synthetic aperture methods) approach arisesfrom t i r ~
sue motion: for example, synthetic aperture processing is unlikely
to work well with cardiac imaging. More specifically with respect
to synthetic receive processing, the additional transmits that are
required with this approach will not bring about any additional
B
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processing gain other than the ones achieved by the extension of
the receive aperture.
In contrast with synthetic receive aperture processing. synthetic transmit aperture involves transmining from hvo or more
transmit subapertures (with synthetic receive, the multiple transmissions were always donewith afull aperture). This approachhas
received much attention in the literature althoughfew if any in vivo
results have been reported [l.6, 13, 17,22.33,34.35,38.39,561.
An exception to this is the area of intra-arterial imaging where
some significant success has been realized [22, 38,391. In further contrast with synthetic receive processing. it is now possible
that both larger transmit
receive apertures can he realized and.
further. that stem can be taken to include the ability lo vary the
transmit focus dynamically thereby extending the
focal area.
Equation 1 has to be modified for this type of processing to
include the multiple transmissions:

with all its shortcomings such as limited focal depth, poor resolution, etc. This problem is receiving increasing amount of attention
at the present time [9,43,50,54]. It may he useful to discuss some
of the terminology that has been used aroundthese developments.
The following nomenclature has been described I n the literature
for arrays between simple linean and full 2D arrays:

1.25D arrays: multi-row arrays with expanding aperture
capability.
e

1.5Darrays: multi-row arrays with electronically controlled
focusing in the elevation but with delay symmetry along the
center line,
1.75D arrays: multi-row arrays with independentlycontrolled delays for all rows in the array,

.

2D arrays: fully (or nearly m ) sampledarray
connections.

The additionaltransmits permit additional degrees offreedom
for the nowincwdsin setting theweighting factors andtime delays
ingly independenttransmit and receiveoperations.With adigitally
storeddatasetitisalsopossibletointroducepixel-specificfocusing
with these additional degrees of freedom.
There are limitations to the synthetic transmit aperture beamformation method related to penetration of ultrasound
in tissue.
There will he some loss of echo strength associated with beam
spreading since the transmit beam will not be as well focused as
with methods whichuse the fulltransmitaperture.
Indeed, the
parameter L in Equation 4, which describes the number of independent transmits contributing 10 the beamformation and which
one would like tomaximize,isinversely
related to the quality
(i.e. beamwidth) of thetransmit beam. In other words. the wider
the transmit beam, the more independent contributions are made
to the beam sum in Equation 4. The synthetic transmit aperture
method is likely to work well in those regions where there are no
dynamic range limitations. Another possible limitation depends
on the implementation methods selected by the designers. If the
in-phase and quadrature data are used,
the performance will be that
o f a more narrowband system. Use of wider bandwidthsignals in
this context results in a considerableincrease in complexity. These
tradeoffs will have to be carefully considered. Nonetheless. there
are attractive operating regions for this approach.
There area number ofimplications lo beamformerimplementation from this type of processing. For example, the beamformer
willhavetohefastenoughtobeabletoprocessthemulti-beamdata

with full

In the near future, configurations in the tint two categories arc
likely lo see implementation: the last two are longer term devrlopments. The 1.25D arrays are unlikely to require any significant
change in beamformer implementation. The 1.5D arrays will require sufficient channels to process the additional signals but little
new as far as echo processing goes. The 1.75D arrays have been
considered to be useful for phase aberration corrections [54] and
hence will require whatevcr capability is required to implement
that capability. The first 2D implementation will take advantageof
sparse army technology discussed in the next paragraph.
Due to limits in transducer array and interconnect technology
as well as limitations in economically feasible chunncl c(~unts,
investigators have begun looking into beamformation with sparse
a m y s [8. IO, 14, 23. 24. 43. 531. One likely impact of thesc on
beamformer design will be that of channel count. It is probable
that the performance of sparse arrays will be somewhat wnrsc
than that of traditional tilled arrays. The important i s u e will bc
the additional benefit one can gain from the 2D nature of daca
acquisition which will he possible with such dcvices.
An important area that has not received much attentinn in thc
discussion of sparse array heamformer designis that of processing
channel uniformity. While with either the co-array or eifcctivc
aperture syntheses [S. 14.23, 24. 251 one can design arrays which
takeadvantageofthe inherentredundancyoftraditionalimagedata
acquisition. It is not clear to what degree the current systems rely
on this redundance to average out variations which x i s e from thc
processing channels, elementperformance. and the influences due
to signal path nonuniformity.

9. CONCLUSIONS

and to pass it on tothe scan converfer. This doesimply a consider-

S. IMPACT OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF ZD ARRAYS
As noted earlier, the present generation of ultrasound arrays has
a fixed mechanical lens to concentrate the beam in the elevation
direction. As a consequence, the beam profile in the elevation
direction has considerable similarity to the one shown in Figure 2
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of systems with digital heamformers increase but thc application
of that technology to lower cost systems will, must likely, come
about. The flexibility ofdigital beamformers will permit novel
beamforming methods to be exploited. Areas such as elevation
focusing, synthetic apertures, and others arccurrently underdevcl~
opment and should enter into commercial instrumcntb in thc near
future (if they haven't done so already).

10.
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